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Abstract—Natural language interfaces are oriented to-
wards achievement of interaction between human users and
computer systems in the most natural way. In the process of
artificial intelligence development, natural language interface
has always been the main research direction. The paper
is dedicated to the description of the ontological approach
to the development of the natural language interface
for intelligent computer system (mainly knowledge-based
system) based on the OSTIS Technology. In the field of
the development of natural language interface the existing
approaches to solve the natural language texts processing
(natural language texts analysis and natural language texts
generation) are considered. Moreover, the ontological model
that possibly integrate different kinds of linguistic knowledge
in detail and various problem solving models oriented on
solving natural language texts processing in a semantically
compatible are described.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the field of artificial intelligence research, recently
knowledge-based intelligent systems are widely applied in
various fields (e.g. in medical, in education, etc.). As one
of the key components of this type of intelligent systems,
intelligent user interfaces aim to enable more intelligent
interactions between human users and intelligent systems.

In traditional computer systems, the user interfaces
in general must have database access capabilities. In
accordance with the various means of interaction used
by human users, in traditional computer systems, user
interfaces usually can be divided into the following types:

• user interfaces with graphical query;
• user interfaces with formal languages query;
• user interfaces based on filling in request forms.
For user interfaces with graphical query, information is

exchanged between computer systems and human users
through the graphical components (e.g. menus, controls)
in the interfaces. For user interface with formal languages
query, information is exchanged between computer sys-
tems and human users by writing commands in formal

languages. Graphical components or commands in formal
languages are generally complex and unnatural for the
human users. Users must understand the functions of each
graphical component in interface or learn the grammar of
a certain formal language in advance. For user interfaces
based on filling in request forms information is exchanged
between computer systems and human users through the
completion of specific forms. For form-based interfaces,
users need to fill out the forms correctly according to
specific requirements. For user interfaces of traditional
computer systems, users require additional training (under-
standing graphical components, learning specific formal
language) to interact with computer systems. Therefore
human users expect to use more convenient interactive
ways without learning complex operations. The natural
language interfaces are closest to the natural form of
human communication, and can provide human users
with more natural interactive experience.

The natural language interfaces of knowledge-based
intelligent systems are oriented to achievement of informa-
tion exchange between natural language texts (especially
declarative sentences) provided by human users and
knowledge base of intelligent systems in which store
specific knowledge. The modular scheme (Figure 1)
shows automated information interaction process between
human users and intelligent systems based on the classical
architecture of modern question-answer systems based
on the knowledge base.

As can be seen from the Figure 1, the development of
the natural language interfaces of the knowledge-based
intelligent systems mainly involves the realization of the
following two components:

• conversion of input natural language handwritten
texts into knowledge base fragments of intelligent
systems;

• generation of natural language handwritten texts
from the knowledge base fragments of intelligent
systems.

Both conversion of natural language handwritten texts
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Figure 1: Modular scheme of natural language interface of knowledge-based intelligent systems

and generation of natural language handwritten texts are
considered subtasks of natural language processing. From
the point of view of intelligent systems, these subtasks
are kinds of so-called complex problems, the solution of
which are still hot research topics. In general, solution
of these subtasks requires a combination of various types
of knowledge about linguistics and the use of various
problem solving models for natural language processing.
However in modern intelligent systems, there is a lack of a
unified basis to integrate various types of knowledge about
linguistic and problem solving models in the development
process of natural language interfaces.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF NATURAL LANGUAGE
INTERFACE

The development of natural language interfaces for
knowledge-based intelligent systems generally requires
consideration of following two aspects:

• types of processed natural language, i.e. characteris-
tics of different types of natural language;

• the range of the knowledge base of intelligent sys-
tems, i.e. the breadth of knowledge in the knowledge
base of intelligent systems.

According to statistics, on the Internet there are only
dozens of natural languages that are widely used by
human users for communication, such as Russian, English,
Chinese, etc. Each natural language has its own unique fea-
tures, for example, the writing habits of Chinese language
are almost completely different from European languages.
Therefore for processing various natural language texts, it
is necessary to take into account the corresponding char-
acteristics of different natural languages. In addition, the

range of the knowledge base also affects the complexity
of developing natural language interfaces of knowledge-
based intelligent systems. The world-wide knowledge
bases [1], [2], in which knowledge sources are oriented
to the whole Internet, i.e., commonsense knowledge [3]
is stored in the knowledge bases of intelligent systems.
The knowledge bases about specialized domain [3], [4],
in which knowledge sources are oriented to various ency-
clopedias (for example, an automobile encyclopedia, an
encyclopedia about films, an encyclopedia about various
disciplines (such as discrete mathematics, history, and
others)), i.e. in the knowledge bases of intelligent systems
stores specific industry knowledge (i.e., knowledge about
a limited domain). The commonsense knowledge base
draws attention to the breadth of stored knowledge,
emphasizes the integration of more concepts, named
entities across different domains and the relationships
between them. from another aspect, the commonsense
knowledge base will not provide high accuracy of the
knowledge stored in it. With the process of integrating
more concepts, named entities and relationships between
them in the knowledge base it will lead to higher
complexity of searching and processing fragments of
the knowledge base. Unlike the commonsense knowledge
base, knowledge bases about specialized domain draws
more attention to the depth and accuracy of the stored
knowledge that satisfies the solution of various specific
tasks in intelligent systems with lower complexity.

In accordance with the two aspects listed above, we
divide the natural language interfaces of knowledge-based
intelligent systems into the following classes:

• natural language interface that is independent of the
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specific natural language and the specific domain.
In this case, this kind of natural language interface
can process texts of any kind of natural languages,
for example, Russian, Arabic, English, Chinese, and
so on, as well as process any complex knowledge
structure, i.e. knowledge is stored in the world-wide
knowledge bases;

• natural language interface that is dependent on the
particular natural language, but is independent of the
particular domain. In this case, the natural language
interface can only analysis texts of certain natural
language and process any complex knowledge struc-
ture;

• natural language interface that is independent of
the particular natural language, but is dependent
on the particular domain. In this case, the natural
language interface can analyze texts of any kind
of natural languages, which describe facts about
the particular domain. The knowledge bases about
specialized domains are the basis of the knowledge
base of the intellectual systems. It should be noted
that the description of facts in different domains
may special different types of sentences. Therefore
the processing of natural language texts describing
facts in different domains (for example, the historical
texts, the legal texts, the texts in different disciplines)
has the different degree of complexity;

• natural language interface that is dependent on
the particular natural language, and as well as is
dependent on the particular domains. This kind of in-
terface is considered the most basic natural language
interface in knowledge-based intelligent systems. In
this case, the natural language interface only needs to
analysis texts of certain natural language and process
the simpler knowledge structure in knowledge base
about the specialized domain.

The development of the natural language interfaces
for knowledge-based intelligent systems in a multilingual
field requires the study of the structure (in particular, in
the syntactic level and the semantic level) of the various
natural language texts. Everyone knows that development
of world-wide knowledge base is a huge undertaking. As
well as world-wide knowledge base is mainly used in
Internet-oriented searches, recommendations and question-
answer tasks. The application scenario is relatively simple.
However, the knowledge density in the knowledge base
about the specialized domain is higher, and more complex
reasoning and application scenarios can be performed in
this kind of knowledge base. The application scenarios
of knowledge bases about the specialized domains are
more extensive.

The main goal of this article is to use ontological ap-
proach as a basis to develop a unified semantic model for
natural language interface of knowledge-based intelligent
systems. This kind of natural language interface can work

in a multilingual field, as well as the knowledge base about
the specialized domain are the main components of these
intelligent systems, i.e., the natural language interface of
intelligent systems that is independent of the particular
natural language, but is dependent on the particular
domain. The proposed mechanism allows, in principle, to
potentially implement information transformation between
texts of various natural languages and the knowledge base
of intelligent systems about specialized domain, it’s just
that the complexity of construction of knowledge base
about the specific natural language that provides linguistic
knowledge of the specific natural language for natural
language text processing will be different depending on
features of a particular natural language, as well as specific
additional problem solvers will be required for solving
tasks in the specific natural language text processing.

III. REVIEW OF EXISTING APPROACHES

In the development of the natural language interfaces of
knowledge-based intelligent systems, currently two main
historically established directions [5] can be distinguished
to solve the problem of converting natural language
texts into fragments of the knowledge base of intelligent
systems, and the problem of generating natural language
texts from fragments of the knowledge base of intelligent
systems.

The first direction involves developing the systems of
logical reasoning based on rules that correspond to the
grammar of a certain natural language, formulated by
computational linguists and other linguists.

From the point of view of natural language processing,
the problem of converting natural language texts into
fragments of the knowledge base of intelligent systems is
considered as the knowledge extraction. The knowledge
extraction refers to obtaining factual information such
as concepts, named entities, relations between them, as
well as a certain type of events from natural language
texts, with the extracted results formalized in the form
of an internal knowledge representation language of the
intelligent systems (such RDF, SC-code and others). In
fact, from the point of view of construction of knowledge
base of intelligent systems, the relations between concepts
or named entities are considered as the special entities
that are extracted from natural language texts.

Nowadays knowledge extraction from natural language
texts can be divided into two directions according to the
scope of the extracted domain [6]:

• knowledge extraction from closed domains;
• knowledge extraction from open domains.
The knowledge extraction from closed domains is

focused on the processing of natural language texts
that describe a specific subject domain, for example,
football, weather, and so on. When solving the problem
of knowledge extraction from closed domains, researchers
believe that in a certain subject domain there are limited
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types of concepts, named entities and relations between
them. Therefore knowledge extraction from closed do-
mains often requires predefined types of concepts, named
entities and relations between them. However, the goal
of knowledge extraction from open domains is to extract
various sets of concepts, named entities and relations
between them from massive and heterogeneous natural
language texts corpora without requiring a predetermined
vocabulary to define the types of concepts, named entities
and relations between them. In other words, for massive
and heterogeneous corpora of natural language texts,
the types of concepts, named entities and the relations
between them can be infinite, unknown, or even constantly
changing.

In the early stages of the development of technology for
knowledge extraction from closed domains, researchers
study the rules that exist in natural language texts and
automatically implement these rules when solving the
knowledge extraction. The knowledge extraction from
natural language texts in a standardized format has
been achieved through artificial inductive and generalized
patterns and rules. Therefore, rule-based approaches [7]
are closely related to specific natural language texts. As
soon as minor changes to the format specification of
natural language texts occur, the established rules may
not apply. The most obvious advantages of knowledge
extraction based on handwritten rules are that they do
not require a large of training corpus to train the model
and high accuracy. However the construction of rules
manually is inefficient, and the constructed rules lack
portability in other intelligent systems.

In order to solve the knowledge extraction from closed
domains, ontology-based approaches use different models
for knowledge extraction. Ontology construction is the
basis of knowledge extraction, in the processing of
ontology construction the different models are used .
The ontology can more accurately describe concepts and
relationships between them in the specific domains. In
the ontology-based approaches knowledge extraction is
often implemented by organically combining multiple
ontologies. Alexander Schutz et al. organically combined
ontologies such as DOLCE, SUMO, SpotEventOntology
to describe related concepts in the field of football and
the relationships between them, and then established
the RelExt system [8], which can automatically identify
correlated triples (a pair of concepts and a relationship
between them). However in the knowledge extraction
systems based on ontologies the the lack of general
principles for the implementation of automatic text
processing and knowledge extraction based on ontologies
in a unified framework leads to the fact that it cannot
ensure the compatibility of various components (different
ontologies, problem solving models for natural language
text processing and knowledge extraction).

With the development of the Internet, the volume

of linked electronic natural language texts is rapidly
increasing. In heterogeneous massive texts, the types of
named entities and the relationships between them are not
defined and limited. In order to meet the requirements of
practical application in this situation, more and more
researchers are beginning to study technologies for
knowledge extraction from open domains. The knowl-
edge extraction from open domains directly determines
relative words or phrases in the natural language texts
by analyzing natural language texts (particularly, natural
language sentences) to realize the extraction of named
entities and relationships between them without the need
to predetermine types of named entities and relationships
between them.

Until now some OpenIE systems (knowledge extraction
from open domains) have been developed to extract
structured knowledge (i.e. named entities and relationships
between them) represented in the internal knowledge
representation language from English sentences. As the
first generation of the OpenIE systems, TextRunner [9],
WOE [10] formulated an mode of knowledge extraction
from open domains: first, heuristic or supervised distance
learning models are used for automatic sentence labeling;
then sequence labeling models (for example, sequence
to sequence models) are used in order to learn how
to automatically extract knowledge from the labeled
sentences; finally, the sentences are entered into the
systems, and the systems identify the named entities and
the relationships between them in the sentences. With
the development of knowledge extraction technologies,
researchers have proposed the second-generation mode
of knowledge extraction system . Fader et al. developed
the ReVerb system [11], which uses a common syntax
and lexical constraints for knowledge extraction. This
system performs a comprehensive morphological and
syntactic analysis of randomly selected English sentences,
recognizes verb phrases to express as the relationships
between named entities in sentences, and the noun phrases
or other phrases in the sentences related to the verb
phrases are expressed as named entities. In order to extract
more than just verbs or verb phrases from sentences as
relations, Mausam et al. proposed the OLLIE system
[12] for extracting phrases other than verb phrases as
relations with the help of dependency parsing trees of
input sentences.

As seen, all the OpenIE systems presented above are
focused on knowledge extraction from English sentences.
For other natural languages that are very different from
English, such as Chinese, the structure of the sentences
and the grammatical features between the English and
Chinese have the huge difference. It is not known whether
these technologies and approaches work for English and
also for other natural languages. In order to extract knowl-
edge from those natural languages that differ from English,
when the development of the knowledge extraction system
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it’s necessary to take into account the characteristics
of the specific natural languages. Tseng et al. proposed
a classical architecture for knowledge extraction from
open domains for Chinese language. Their CORE system
[13] is the first attempt to acquire knowledge from open
domains for Chinese texts. The system uses a number
of Chinese language processing technologies, such as
word segmentation, automatic morphological markup
(POS tagging) adjusted and appropriate for Chinese texts,
syntactic parsing, semantic analysis, and extraction rules
for Chinese sentences.

According to the above, when solving the problem
of knowledge extraction from open domains, it is nec-
essary to solve a number of subtasks. However, in
the existing knowledge extraction systems there is no
unified framework that ensures the consistent use of
various models to solve these subtasks. In addition,
existing knowledge extraction systems cannot provide a
single semantic framework that uses different knowledge
bases of linguistics to solve the problem of knowledge
extraction. In the unified knowledge base describes the
syntactic and semantic knowledge, as well as the logical
rules that are used to solve the subtasks in the process
of knowledge extraction.

For natural language generation there is a classic
pipeline architecture. The following three main modules
are the basis of the natural language generation systems
developed based on the pipeline architecture [14]:

• content planning: specifying what information from
the input data will be included in the generated texts,
and how it will be organized;

• micro-planning: deciding how the selected informa-
tion will be implemented in the form of natural
language sentences;

• implementation in natural language: producing gram-
matically correct natural language sentences.

At an early stage in the applied field, many natural
language generation systems were successfully developed
in the field of journalism and media research, for example,
soccer reports [15], weather or financial reports [16], [17],
[?] and others. These systems widely use templates and
grammar rules constructed by researchers to generate
natural language texts. When specific application fields
are small and changes to the specific data structures are
minimal, template-based approaches can achieve good
results for natural language generation. However, the
developed templates are highly dependent on the specific
application fields and specific natural languages, i.e. the
templates do not generalize well to different application
fields and different natural languages. In addition, manu-
ally developing templates is a laborious task (templates
construction requires a significant overhead of labor and
time), and the re-usability of templates is low.

The NaturalOWL system [19] is a classical natural lan-
guage generation system that reasonably applies templates

and linguistic rules to generate natural language texts that
describe fragments of OWL ontologies. NaturalOWL is
focused on generating natural language texts (mainly
the English texts) from fragments of OWL ontologies.
Currently, the so-called semantic reasoners that perform
logical inference on ontologies presented in the OWL
format can be developed, but most of the developed
reasoners are capable of performing only direct logical
inference based on the relations described in the ontology.
However in the NaturalOWL system, the construction
of templates and rules for generating natural language
texts does not use the OWL standard. In other words, the
semantic reasoners based on description logic cannot be
used to construct templates and linguistic rules. It can be
said that this system does not provide a model, which
allows representing various types of knowledge in a single
knowledge base, including linguistic knowledge, inference
on the ontologies of linguistics, even the templates
developed by ontologies.

The second direction, widely used in modern intelligent
systems, involves the use of various machine learning
models based on mathematical statistics and information
theory, which are aimed at modeling natural language
texts.

At present, approaches based on mathematical models
are mainly used in knowledge extraction from closed
domains. In recent years, some deep learning models
have shown significant advantages in natural language
processing. These models have also been applied in the
field of knowledge extraction, for example, pre-training
models series BERT, GPT achieve better results [20], [?].
These approaches encode the input natural language texts
into the input information (embedding information), and
then decode the input information into predefined markup
for each word of the input natural language texts. Based on
the marked-up natural language texts, the corresponding
named entities and the relationships between them can
be extracted. Statistical-based approaches reduce the
dependence of knowledge extraction systems on humans.
However, using the machine learning models or the deep
learning models always requires very large corpora that
are manually annotated by the human, hence human
intervention is required. Moreover the performance of
these models highly depends on the quality of the
annotating training samples.

For natural language generation, pre-training models
series BERT, GPT also widely applied in the natural
language generation systems [22]. For these statistics-
based approaches obtaining or constructing the high
quality datasets is one of the main key tasks of these
approaches, as well as one of the key difficulties. In
order to generate natural language texts from fragments
of knowledge base, for training these models, training
data is usually presented as a pair of inputs (fragments
of knowledge base) and outputs (natural language texts).
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In recent years, in the WebNLG project [23], the main
task is to develop neural generators using deep learning
models. For the development of neural generators, the
project team provides training data, which consists of
Data/Text pairs, where the data are the fragments of
the knowledge base in the form of RDF extracted from
DBpedia [24], and the texts are the specific natural
language texts corresponding to the fragments of the
knowledge base. Due to the difficulty of constructing
high quality consistent training datasets, only English and
Russian datasets are currently provided in the WebNLG
project. For other natural languages, such as Chinese,
there are no high quality consistent training datasets,
although there are several well-known knowledge bases
in Chinese in the field of Chinese language processing,
for example, CN-DBpedia [25], zhishi.me [26] and others,
which can provide the fragments of the knowledge base
in the form of RDF [27], [28]. However at the same time,
high-quality consistent datasets with Data/Text pairs for
generating Chinese language texts are difficult to obtain
or construct.

In order to reasonably use different problem solving
models to solve the corresponding subtasks in the process
of generating natural language texts from the fragments of
the knowledge base, Amit Moryossef et al. systematically
proposed a text generator developed with a modular
architecture that separates the generation process into
a symbolic text planning focusing on processing of the
fragments of knowledge base [29] and a neural generator
focusing on realisation of resulted natural language texts.
As seen, the proposed hybrid approaches can improve the
performance of text generators with the help of modular
architecture. However, in the development of the text
generators, it is obvious that there is no unified formal
basis for integrating various problem solving models when
solving the complex task of generating natural language
texts from the fragments of the knowledge base.

IV. PROBLEMS, NEED TO BE SOLVED

During the development of natural language interfaces
of knowledge-based intelligent system, Whether for
converting natural language texts into fragments of the
knowledge base of intelligent systems or generating
natural language texts from fragments of the knowledge
base of intelligent systems, existing approaches only
partially solve the problems. As mentioned above the
developed knowledge extraction systems for the open
domain and the developed various generators has been
successfully applied in various fields. Nevertheless, the
following problems still need to be considered:

• In modern intelligent systems, the lack of unified ba-
sis in the process of developing the natural language
interfaces and the integrating various developed
components by different developers leads to the

impossibility of parallelization of the components
development;

• Due to the diversity of natural languages, when
solving the knowledge extraction from open domains
and natural language generation, there are their
own additional problems for the characteristics of
different natural languages, for example, according
to the writing habits of Chinese texts, Chinese
characters are written one after the other, without
natural spaces between them. Moreover the syntactic
structures and parts of speech used for English or
Russian language processing are not fully applicable
to Chinese language processing. Therefore in modern
intelligent systems the existing component or mod-
ular approaches cannot guarantee the compatibility
and flexibility of the developed components in
natural language interfaces for multilingual field;

• For converting natural language texts into the frag-
ments of knowledge base, existing ontology-based
approaches are only applicable to the knowledge
extraction from closed domains. In ontology-based
approaches, the lack of a unified principle for the
organic combination of various ontologies leads to a
large number of incompatible components in the
knowledge base. In the development of modern
extract knowledge systems from open domains, the
lack of a unified framework to integrate automatic
text processing and the logical models for knowledge
extraction leads to low compatibility of the developed
components;

• For generating natural language texts from the
fragments of knowledge base, developed generators
on the basis of the modular architectures can use
various problem solving models, but the lack of
unified principles for using various problem solving
models leads to duplication of similar solutions in
different generators. In turn, the overhead costs for
the development of generators increase;

• For knowledge extraction from open domains or
natural language generation, it is necessary to use
various levels of linguistic knowledge, including
syntactic knowledge, semantic knowledge, logical
rules for knowledge extraction, and also other rules
to solve specific subtasks. In the natural language
interfaces, generally the knowledge base of linguis-
tics provides the necessary knowledge to solve the
corresponding tasks. Among the existing various
knowledge bases related to linguistics, the lack of
unified principles of combining various types of
knowledge and knowledge representation models in
a single knowledge base, i.e. the possibility of rep-
resenting syntactic knowledge, semantic knowledge,
logical rules in a single knowledge base is difficult.
Therefore, the compatibility of developed compo-
nents of knowledge base by different developers
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cannot be guaranteed. The low re-usability of the
developed components leads to a high labor intensity
in the development of the knowledge base.

In this paper in order to solve the above problems, it
is proposed ontological approach to develop a unified se-
mantic model that provides the unified basis to effectively
combine the knowledge base of linguistics, including
syntactic knowledge, semantic knowledge and other
various types knowledge, and various problem solving
models for developing the natural language interfaces,
solving the problem of converting natural language texts
into fragments of the knowledge base and the problem of
generating natural language texts from fragments of the
knowledge base. The principles underlying the ontological
approach to develop a unified semantic model of natural
language interfaces will be discussed below.

V. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

For the implementation of converting natural language
texts into fragments of knowledge base and generating
natural language texts from fragments of knowledge
base in the natural language interfaces of knowledge-
based intelligent systems, we propose to use ontological
approach to represent various linguistic ontologies in
a single knowledge base, including syntactic, semantic
knowledge and logical rules for texts processing and to
develop problem solvers having ability to integrate various
approaches for solving related problems in the natural
language interfaces within OSTIS Technology framework
[30]. The OSTIS technology is aimed at developing
a class of systems called knowledge-driven computer
systems. Within OSTIS Technology framework this kind
of knowledge-driven computer systems developed using
the OSTIS Technology are called ostis-systems.

Within the OSTIS Technology, as an internal formal
language for the semantic representation of knowledge
in the memory of ostis-systems, the SC-code is used,
which provides a unified version of information encoding
and a formal basis for developing model of ostis-systems.
This kind of knowledge representation model is a unified
semantic network with a set-theoretic interpretation. The
alphabet of SC-code consists of five main sc-elements,
on the basis of which it is possible to build SC-code
constructions of any complexity. Information is stored in
the memory of ostis-systems (sc-memory) as SC-code
constructions. Several universal variants of visualization
of SC-code [30], such as SCg-code (graphic variant),
SCn-code (nonlinear hypertext variant), SCs-code (linear
string variant) will be shown below.

Within OSTIS Technology framework, each ostis-
system consists of a complete model of such a system,
described using a platform-independent SC-code (sc-
model of a computer system), and an interpretation
platform for such an sc-model, which can generally be
implemented in software and hardware. From the point

of view of components, the sc-model of the computer
systems (ostis-systems) can conditionally be decomposed
into the sc-model of the knowledge base [31], [32], the
sc-model of the problem solver [33], [34], and the sc-
model of the interface [35], [36], as well as the model
of abstract semantic memory (sc-memory) [37], which
stores the constructions of the SC-code (Figure 2). The
principles of the development of knowledge bases and
problem solvers are discussed in more detail in [31]
and [33], respectively. Moreover the principles of the
development of sc-model of the user interface, which is
included in the sc-model of the interface, were desecribed
in the article [35], [36].

Figure 2: The architecture of the ostis-system

Within OSTIS Technology framework, according to
the type of interaction between the human users and the
computer systems, natural language interfaces of ostis-
systems are defined as a subclass of user interfaces [38].
Therefore the development of natural language interfaces
of ostis-system in fact is the development of sc-model of
natural language interface, which is capable of solving
related problems about natural language text processing
in the natural language interfaces.

The OSTIS Technology is used as a formal basis to
develop the sc-model of natural language interfaces of
ostis-systems, the following advantages and characteristics
are mainly considered:

• The SC-code is aimed at the sense knowledge
representation, which provides a unified semantic
model and means for generalizing various types of
knowledge and knowledge representation models
(for example, the semantic network, the frame, the
production rule representation, the logical model) in
a single knowledge base;

• The ontological and modular approaches are used to
develop the components of the intelligent systems,
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which allow integrate various types of linguistic
knowledge and various problem solving models for
natural language processing in a semantically unified
manner. Thence these approaches ensure semantic
compatibility and re-usability of the developed
components;

• The structure of the knowledge base is developed
as a hierarchical system of selected subject domains
and their corresponding ontologies. This hierarchi-
cal structure allows describing various levels of
linguistic knowledge in detail, including syntactic
level, semantic level and others. Therefore according
to the developed sc-model of knowledge base of
the linguistics, for the specific natural language,
the structure of the knowledge base is relatively
easy to adjust to construct the knowledge base on
specific natural language processing (in general, the
specification of the syntax and semantics of the
specific natural language is only need);

• The multi-agent approach is used to develop the
sc-model of problem solver in the intelligent system.
This approach allows to consider the interpretation
of problem solvers as a hierarchical system of agents
(sc-agents) working in a unified semantic memory
(sc-memory). The sc-agents are a certain kind of
subjects that perform actions in sc-memory. In order
to solve problems at different levels on natural
language processing this approach provides a unified
basis for integrating various problem solving models
(for example, logical models and artificial neural
network models);

• The multi-agent model for development of problem
solver provides developed component oriented on
natural language processing modifiability, i.e. the
ability to extend functionality of each components
or to improve their performance.

Within OSTIS Technology framework, natural language
interfaces of the ostis-systems, as a subclass of user
interfaces, can be considered as the specialized ostis-
systems focusing on solving the problems related to
natural language interfaces (concretely, conversion of
natural language texts into fragments of knowledge base
and generation of natural language texts from fragments
of knowledge base). According to the principles to
develop the ostis-systems, the development of natural
language interface generally includes the development
of a knowledge base (mainly the knowledge base of
linguistic) and a problem solver of the natural language
interface [40]. The knowledge base of natural language
interface mainly requires the presence of an sc-model
of knowledge base of linguistic, actions for analysis of
natural language texts, as well as actions for generation
of natural language texts, as shown in Figure 3.

As can be seen from the Figure 3, due to the use of
component approach, the development of the entire natural

Figure 3: The general structure of the sc-model of the
natural language interface

language interface comes down to development and
improvement of separate specified components. Within
OSTIS Technology framework, it is assumed that each
problem solving model corresponds to some sc-agent. The
knowledge base of linguistic just provides static linguistic
knowledge to problem solving model for problem solution.
The natural language interface should have the dynamic
ability to perform some actions aimed at solving particular
related problems in the natural language interfaces.

VI. SC-MODEL OF KNOWLEDGE BASE

According to the basic principles to construct the
knowledge base using OSTIS Technology, the devel-
opment of knowledge base is to consider structure of
knowledge base as a hierarchical system of subject
domains and their corresponding ontologies. From the
point of view of OSTIS Technology, an ontology is
interpreted as a specification of the system of concepts of
the corresponding subject domain. The knowledge base
of linguistic contains a formal description of necessary
linguistic knowledge for analysis of natural language
texts and generation of natural language texts [5]. The
corresponding ontology provides a formal description of
the concepts used for the representation of such linguistic
knowledge in the different levels from basic word to
syntactic and semantic structure of natural language
texts. Linguistic theories offered by linguists provide a
theoretical basis for building knowledge base of linguis-
tics. Therefore the main hierarchy of knowledge base of
linguistics used in the natural language interfaces to solve
the particular problems related directly to conversion of
natural language texts into fragment of knowledge base
of ostis-systems and generation of natural language texts
from fragment of knowledge base of ostis-systems is
shown below in the SCn-code.
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knowledge base of Linguistics
⇐ section decomposition*:

{{{• Section. Subject domain of lexical analysis
• Section. Subject domain of syntactic analysis
• Section. Subject domain of semantic analysis

}}}

A. subject domain of lexical analysis

The subject domain of lexical analysis includes a
series of ontology for lexical analysis, which describes
characteristics of words and syntactic function of words,
parts of speech, etc. A fragment of the ontology of the
subject domain is presented below:

natural language text
⊂ file

word
⊂ file

nominative unit
⊂ file

The word is the smallest of the natural language units,
carrying semantics, which serves to name objects, their
qualities, characteristics and interactions, as well as for
service purposes. A nominative unit is a stable string of
word combinations.

natural language text
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• part of speech
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• content word
• function word
• modal word

}}}
• sign of syntax alphabet

}}}

The part of speech is a category of natural language
words determined by morphological, syntactic and seman-
tic features. The signs of the syntax alphabet are auxiliary
syntactic means (at the macro level - prepositions, post-
positions, conjunctions, particles, etc., as part of service
words, at the micro level - inflections, prefixes, postfixes,
infixes, punctuation, etc.) [?].

It is important to note that these ontologies in the
respective subject domain are generally recognized in
most natural languages. In other words, due to the
diversity of natural language, the linguistic theory of
a certain natural language is not suitable for other
natural languages. Thus, when developing the knowledge
base of linguistics for a particular natural language, the
specification of subject domains must take into account
the specific characteristics of a particular natural language.

In Russian, English or other European languages, word
structure is studied within the framework of morphology.
It’s necessary to consider the relation morphological
paradigm*:

lexeme
⊂ file
⇒ explanation*:

[The lexeme is a unit of lexical meaning that
underlies a set of words that are related through
inflection.]

morphological paradigm*
∈ quasi-binary relation
⇒ first domain*:

lexeme
⇒ second domain*:

word form

As you can see, the terminology lexeme is studied only
to describe the features of the words in European lan-
guages that have the feature of morphological paradigm.

B. subject domain of syntactic analysis

The subject domain of syntactic analysis describes the
characteristics of natural language syntax, the functional
characteristics of syntactic components (such as, word,
phrase, sentence, etc.). Among them, in the filed of
natural language processing sentences have always been
considered as the smallest research units. The analysis of
sentence is an important intermediate stage, connecting
the analysis of the entire text and the analysis of individual
words. A fragment of the ontology of the subject domain
is presented below in the SCn-code:

sentence
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• simple sentence
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• sentence with subject and predicate
• sentence without subject and

predicate
• special sentence

}}}
• complex sentence

}}}

A sentence is considered simple if it contains one
predicative unit, if more - complex.

part of the sentence’
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• principal part of the sentence’
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• grammatical subject’
• grammatical predicate’
• grammatical direct object’
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}}}
• subordinate part of the sentence’

⇒ decomposition*:
{{{• grammatical indirect object’
• grammatical attribute’
• grammatical circumstance’

}}}
}}}

A part of the sentence is a role relation that indicates
a certain of syntactic relation between the sentence and
its components (words, phrase etc.) [39].

relation of dependency*
∈ non-role relation
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• subject*
• object*
• complement of verb*
• coordinate*
• attribute*
• adverbial*

}}}

On the basis of theory of dependency grammar, a
relation of dependency* is a relation that indicates directed
link within decomposed two components of sentence,
the components are separately called the head, which
plays the role grammatical predicate’ in the sentence,
and the depedent. Each depedent has a syntactic function
depending on the head in sentence. Hence in the syntactic
analysis of sentences, the predicate of sentence is gener-
ally considered as the structural center of the syntactic
structure of sentence. All other syntactic components
(words or phrases) are directly or indirectly connected
with the predicate through directed links (i.e., the direction
with the predicate to other syntactic components).

In the logical ontology of subject domain of the
sentence, it is possible to describe a series of logical
definitions and logical statements for the sentences. In
the form of logical statements, templates or rules about
the sentence analysis can be constructed, as well as can
be used by problem solvers to solve specific problems in
the natural language interfaces.

In the Figure 4 the logical statement in SCg indicates
that a sentence with the subject and the predicate can
consist of the noun phrase and the verb (or verb phrase),
which serve as subject and predicate in the sentence,
respectively. As shown Figure 4, all used concepts and
relations, such as “sentence with subject and the predi-
cate”, "grammatical subject’”, “grammatical predicate’”,
and others, are contained in the subject domain of the
sentence. Various type of knowledge built in the subject
domain can be used to process natural language texts.

This fragment of the knowledge base describes that
the sentence with the subject and the predicate can be
considered as a sequence of the noun phrase and the

Figure 4: The logical statement about sentence with the
subject and the predicate

verb phrase (or verb) with the corresponding attributes.
Moreover, in the process of text generation, a sentence
with the subject and the predicate can be generated
according to this given structure.

C. subject domain of semantic analysis

The subject domain of semantic analysis describes the
semantic characteristics of the words and the semantic
structure of natural language sentences, the functional
characteristics of semantic of components (words, phrase
and sentence, etc.), the semantic role, the rules for
semantic analysis, and so on. The general structure the
subject domain is presented below in the SCn-code:

The subject domain of semantic analysis at the level
of lexeme, the subject domain of semantic analysis at the
level of sentence, and the subject domain of semantic
analysis at the level of paragraph describe different
linguistic knowledge for semantic analysis at different
aspects, respectively.

The subject domain of semantic analysis at the level of
lexeme describes the semantic classifications of common
basic concepts expressed by the lexeme or the binding of
the lexeme to individual entities. The subject domain was
constructed based on various types of knowledge bases
of semantic about natural language used for semantic
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analysis at the level of lexeme, for example, WordNet,
ConcetpNet, The Semantic Knowledge base of Modern
Chinese [41], TAPAZ-2.

semantic of lexeme
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• semantic of verb
• semantic of noun
• semantic of adjective
• semantic of adverb

}}}

participant of the exposure*
:= [participant of the action*]
∈ non-role relation
⇒ first domain*:

individ
⇒ second domain*:

action
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• subject*
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• initiator*
• inspirer*
• spreader*
• creator*

}}}
}}}

An individ is a kind of the pattern as a separate entity,
which is an instance of the specific concepts.

The participant of the action* is a non-role relation
that connects the action with the individ participating in
it, to a certain extent, it can be considered as the semantic
role of the action, which generally is expressed by the
verb or the verb phrase in the sentence.

In turn, similarly the subject domain of semantic
analysis at the level of sentence describes the semantic
structure of sentences, the semantic relations between the
components (words, phrase and so on) in a sentence, and
the semantic relations between the sentences in the text.
Some open sources, for example, TAPAZ-2, PropBank
and others, served as the basis for building this subject
domain.

D. subject domain of actions for natural language inter-
face

Previously we consider the subject domains and
the corresponding ontology in the knowledge base of
linguistic, within which the various type of linguistic
knowledge is described. However, the formalization of
the linguistic knowledge is not enough for the natural
language interfaces to solve the particular problems, the
natural language interfaces should perform some actions
to implement the conversion of natural language texts

into fragments of knowledge base and the generation of
natural language texts from fragments of knowledge base.

Let us consider the hierarchy of classes of actions for
natural language interface in the SCn-code:

action for natural language interface
:= [action for processing the natural language texts]
⊂ action
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• action for converting natural language texts
into fragments of knowledge base

• action for generating natural language texts
from fragments of knowledge base

}}}

action for converting natural language texts into
fragments of knowledge base
⊂ action for processing the natural language texts
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• action for decomposing texts into separate
units

• action for marking up separate units
• action for syntactic analysis
• action for semantic analysis
• action for determining the knowledge structure
• action for linking knowledge structures in the

knowledge base
• action for determining contradictions
• action for resolving contradictions

}}}

action for generating natural language texts from
fragments of knowledge base
⊂ action for processing the natural language texts
⇒ decomposition*:

{{{• action for determining the converted
knowledge structures

• action for converting knowledge structures into
standard basic sc-constructions

• action for determining candidate basic
sc-constructions to be generated to texts

• action for converting sc-constructions into
message triples (subject-action-object)

• action for generating resulted texts from the
message triples

}}}

From the perspective of text generation for fragments
of knowledge base of ostis-system, it is worth noting that
message triple is a kind of ordered triple represented in
the form of <semantic subject, action, semantic object>,
where semantic subject is always the identifier of the set
of sc-node denoting concepts that are not relations or the
element of this set of sc-node; relation is the identifier
of the set of sc-node denoting role relation or no-role
relation, which points the linking (bundle) that connects
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the semantic subject and object; semantic object is the
identifier of the set of sc-node denoting concepts that are
not relations or the element of this set of sc-node.

The message triple is considered as intermediate
conversion between the sc-structure and resulted text,
mainly because this kind of triple is easier to express as
natural language text (mostly sentence) using either rule-
template models or modern statistical models. Moreover
the message triples are easily to be converted to RDF
triples, in turn, can be generated to natural language text
using modern deep learning models. Within the framework
of OSTIS Technology, the relations defined in the IMS-
system are consider as the domain-independent relations,
in addition, there are many relations that are dependent
on the specific ostis-systems in various subject domain.
According to the category of relations, it is divided into
different set of message triples corresponding to various
types of relations in different sc-constructions.

Since as a result of the actions for converting natural
language texts into fragments of knowledge base and
the actions for generating natural language texts from
fragments of knowledge base, with the help of the natural
language interface, the mutual conversion between the nat-
ural language texts and the fragments of knowledge base
of the ostis-systems is realized, in turn the information
interaction between the human users and the ostis-systems
is completed.

VII. SC-MODEL OF PROBLEM SOLVER

Within the OSTIS Technology, in order to realize the
natural language interfaces of the ostis-systems it need
to have ability to perform the above-mentioned actions.
Within the OSTIS Technology framework, an action is
defined as a purposeful process carried out by one or
more subjects. In this case, the sc-agent is considered
as a certain subject capable of performing actions in the
sc-memory to solve problems. The multi-agent approach
is used as a basis for development of the problem solvers.
The interaction of agents will be performed exclusively in
the semantic memory (sc-memory), which stores the SC-
code constructions. Such approach provides the flexibility
and modularity of developed sc-agents, as well as provides
the ability to integrate various problem solving models
corresponding to these developed sc-agents. In the term
of implementation, the programs of each sc-agent can
implement logical reasoning based on a hierarchy of
statements comprised in the logical ontology, as well
as the data-driven algorithms (machine learning, deep
learning and so on) in various programming language.

Let us consider the general structure for problem solver
of natural language interface in the SCn-code:

Problem solver for natural language interface
⇐ decomposition*:

{{{

• Problem solver for converting natural
language texts into fragments of knowledge
base

• Problem solver for generating natural
language texts from fragments of knowledge
base

}}}

From the point of view of OSTIS Technology, the sc-
agents (the copies of the same sc-agent or functionally
equivalent sc-agents) may work in different ostis-system,
and can be considered physically different sc-agents.
Rather than considering properties and typology of sc-
agents, it’s more rational to focus on classes of func-
tionally equivalent sc-agents, which are called abstract
sc-agents. The abstract sc-agents is a certain class of
functionally equivalent sc-agents, various items of which
can be implemented in different ways to specific problems
[33].

Problem solver for converting natural language texts
into fragments of knowledge base
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:

{{{• Abstract sc-agent of lexical analysis
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:

{{{• abstract sc-agent of decomposing
texts into separate units

• abstract sc-agent of marking up
separate units

}}}• Abstract sc-agent of syntactic analysis
• Abstract sc-agent of semantic analysis
• Abstract sc-agent of extracting knowledge

structures into the knowledge base
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:

{{{• abstract sc-agent of determining
knowledge structure

• abstract sc-agent of linking
knowledge structure into knowledge
base abstract sc-agent of
determining contradictions

• abstract sc-agent of resolving
contradictions

}}}• Abstract sc-agent of logical inference
}}}

Problem solver for converting natural language texts
into fragments of knowledge base is a group of sc-
agents that implement the mechanisms of extracting
fragments of knowledge base from natural language texts.
In principle, this problem solver can potentially extract
structured knowledge (generally, the named entities,
relations, concepts and so on) from various types of
natural language texts into the knowledge base of the
ostis-system about a specific subject domain, but the
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construction of the corresponding knowledge base on the
specific natural language processing, as well as within
which the rules for processing the corresponding natural
language texts and the rules for knowledge extraction
will become more complex, and also overhead costs will
increase.

Abstract sc-agent of lexical analysis – the agents that
implement the mechanisms of decomposition of input
natural language texts into separate lexical units, and
each separate unit belongs to a specific markup according
to a certain of markup standard for the specific natural
language. Components (words, phrases, sentences, and
others) of natural language input texts can be defined
according to a certain standard of a particular natural
language.

Abstract sc-agent of syntactic analysis – the agents that
implement the mechanisms of constructing the syntactic
structure of input natural language texts.

Abstract sc-agent of semantic analysis – the agents that
implement the mechanisms of constructing the semantic
structure of input natural language texts.

Abstract sc-agent of extracting knowledge structures
into the knowledge base – the agents that implement
the mechanisms that determine knowledge structures in
natural language input texts (i.e., the definition of named
entities and relationships between them), and construct
the knowledge structures in the form of SC-code into
knowledge base of the ostis-system about specific subject
domain.

In the process of constructing knowledge structures
into the knowledge base, when comparing the knowledge
structures extracted as a result of the analysis of natural
language input texts with the knowledge stored in the
knowledge base of a particular ostis-system, the abstract
sc-agent for determining contradictions implement
mechanisms for determining contradictions, for example
, for a certain named entity in the input natural language
texts, there may be several corresponding instance of
concept in the knowledge base.

Abstract sc-agent of resolving contradictions - agents
that implement mechanisms that resolves the contradic-
tions in case of detection of contradictions.

Abstract sc-agent of logical inference - agents that
implement mechanisms that use logical rules written by
means of SC-code for syntactic, semantic analysis and
also extracting knowledge structures for natural language
texts. Thus, this agent can semantically interact with the
agents of syntactic and semantic analysis and the agent
of extracting knowledge structures.

In order that the natural language interface can generate
fluent natural language texts from fragments of knowledge
base of ostis-system about specific subject domain, the
problem solver for generating natural language texts from
fragments of knowledge base is developed based on
the classical pipeline for solving the problem of natural

language generation. Although the development of this
abstract agent is based on the classical pipeline, the
development of composed sc-agents in the problem solver
can be flexible by using a multi-agent approach. For
the problem of generating texts for a particular natural
language, the compositions of the problem solver can be
easily modified accordingly.

Let us consider the general structure for problem solver
for generating natural language texts from the fragments
of knowledge base represented in SCn-language:

Problem solver for converting natural language texts
into fragments of knowledge base
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:

{{{• Abstract sc-agent for content selection
⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:

{{{• Abstract sc-agent determining
sc-structure

• Abstract sc-agent dividing
determined sc-structure into basic
sc-structure

• Abstract sc-agent determining the
candidate sc-structures

• Abstract sc-agent transferring
candidate sc-structures into message
triples

}}}
• Abstract sc-agent text planning

⇐ decomposition of an abstract sc-agent*:
{{{• Abstract sc-agent ordering message

triples
• Abstract sc-agent ordering entities of

a message triple
}}}

• Abstract sc-agent for micro-planning
• Abstract sc-agent for surface realization

}}}

Abstract sc-agent for determining sc-structure - the
groups of agents that provide the specific fragments
of knowledge base (i.e. content) in the form of sc-
structures, from which the interface will generate the
natural language texts.

Abstract sc-agent dividing determined sc-structures
into basic sc-structures – the agents that implement
the mechanisms of decomposition of determined sc-
structures into basic structures, which can be transferred
into message triples.

Sometime not all transferred message triples are useful
to the end user. According to specific requirements the
interface will finally select among the basic sc-structures
the ones to generate natural language texts. Abstract
sc-agent determining the candidate sc-structures im-
plements the mechanism of determining the appropriate
candidate sc-structures according to requirements.

Abstract sc-agent transferring candidate sc-structures
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into message triples – the agents that implement the
mechanism of converting candidate sc-structures into
message triples.

The order of transferred message triples, as well as the
order of elements in each message triple will completely
influence on the resulted generated natural language texts.
Abstract sc-agent for text planning implements the
function of the ordering of elements in each message
triple and the ordering of message triples themselves.

Abstract sc-agent for miro-planning - the agents
that implement the mechanism of transferring message
triples to abstract sentence specifications that are varied
according to selected methods in the natural language
generation systems, for example, the simple text templates
with slots, syntactic structures and so on.

Abstract sc-agent for surface realization - the group sc-
agents that implement the mechanisms of concatenating
the sc-links to generate the resulted texts, i.e. filling the
sc-links corresponding to elements of message triples with
the appropriate forms (generally in European languages
there is morphology for lexical units) of lexical units
according to rules, and concatenating them.

It is worth noting that developed abstract sc-agents in
the above listed problem solvers are general according
to the general process of natural language processing,
therefore they are flexible and changeable. For develop-
ment of natural language interface, which can process
the specific natural language, it is possible to adjust and
make extensions of the already developed abstract sc-
agents. Moreover, in some cases for processing of some
specific natural languages it is even necessary to add
a new agent or remove (deactivation) of one or more
existing agents. With the help of multi-agent approach
based on OSTIS Technology to develop the sc-agents,
the one of advantages is that the development of each
agent is independent of each other, i.e. the adjustment of
agents, addition of a new agent, even removal of one or
more existing agents usually does not lead to changes in
other agents.

VIII. IMPLEMENTATION OF CHINESE LANGUAGE
INTERFACE

With the help of the previously proposed sc-models
to development of the natural language interfaces of
the ostis-systems, the specific natural language interface
of intelligent help systems for various subject domains
can be implemented. However, due to the laboriousness
and complexity of developing an intelligent help system
for a specific subject domain, within the framework
of this section, the greatest attention will be paid to
the implementation of the prototype of the Chinese
language interface of the intelligent help system for
discrete mathematics.

According to the above-mentioned sc-model of the
natural language interfaces of the ostis-systems, on the

basis of the general structure of knowledge base of
linguistic and problem solver of natural language interface,
the development of Chinese language interface requires
the development of knowledge base on Chinese language
processing, within which constructed various types of
linguistic knowledge about Chinese language processing,
as well as the development of problem solver for Chinese
language processing, consisting of a group of sc-agents,
which has possibility to integrate various problem solving
models.

In order to implement the Chinese language interface of
intelligent help system for discrete mathematics, it’s nec-
essary to implement the conversion of Chinese language
texts into fragments of knowledge base of intelligent
help system for discrete mathematics and generation of
Chinese language texts from fragments of knowledge
base of intelligent help system for discrete mathematics.
The following examples show the processing stage to
implement the two main functions in the Chinese language
interface.

A. knowledge extraction from Chinese language texts

The conversion of natural language texts into fragments
of knowledge base is considered as the problem of
knowledge extraction. In this case the conversion of
Chinese language texts into fragments of knowledge base
of intelligent help system for discrete mathematics is
mainly to extract named entities and relations between
them from Chinese language texts, and the extracted
results are stored in the form of SC-code in the intelligent
help system for discrete mathematics.

In this example several requirements are defined for
processed Chinese language texts:

• The input of Chinese language interface is a standard
written Chinese declarative sentence;

• The input Chinese declarative sentence has com-
pleted sense and fact information;

• The input doesn’t need a predefined vocabulary that
includes predefined types of named entities and
relations between them;

• The output of Chinese language interface is the sc-
structure formally represented in the knowledge base.

From the point of view of OSTIS technology, any
natural language text is a file (generally represented as
sc-node with content or so-called sc-link). Our example
will show the knowledge extraction process on analyzing
a Chinese sentence, which is represented in such a node
in Fig 5. The content of such a node demonstrates a
Chinese sentence that describes: «从结构形式化的角度
(in terms of formalization of the structure) ，(comma)
结构(structure) 可以 (can be) 划分 (divided) 为 (into)
形式化的结构 (formal structure) 和 (and) 非形式化的
结构 (informal structure) 。(full stop)».

Step 1 The Chinese sentence is decomposed into
separate segmentation units, as well as mark these seg-
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Figure 5: The representation of natural language text in
the ostis-system

mentation units with standard part-of-speech categories in
Chinese language by agents for lexical analysis (Figure 6).

According to the features of Chinese texts, the Chinese
texts consist of a stream of hieroglyphs without natural
blanks on the written form. Moreover in Chinese language
there are no clear indicators of the categories of number,
case and gender, such as in Russian and other European
languages, the function of a word in Chinese language
becomes clear not on the basis of morphology of a word,
but due to its connection with other words. Therefore
in the process of analyzing the Chinese texts it is first
necessary to perform a lexical analysis, decomposing
the stream of hieroglyphs into separate meaningful
segmentation units.

Because of the features of Chinese texts, lexical
analysis for Chinese texts is more complicated. From point
of view of linguists, the definition of Chinese words has
always been an important theoretical problem. In order
to realize the Chinese language processing by computer,
in 1992, the project "The Principle of Segmentation in
the Processing of Modern Chinese Information" was
released [42], in which the term "segmentation unit"
was introduced and a clear criterion of segmentation was
established. Moreover in the field of Chinese language
processing, the "Modern Chinese word segmentation
standard used for information processing" was proposed.
In this standard, a word in Chinese language is represented
as a "segmentation unit". Its precise definition is "a
basic unit for Chinese language processing with certain
semantic or grammatical functions. In this case speaking
of the Chinese word in this section, we will mean the
segmentation unit of the Chinese language.

These decomposed separate units in the lexical analysis
meet the principles to be "segmentation units" of Chinese
language. Meanwhile the information describing (marking
up) these segmentation units satisfying the standards is
considered as the linguistic knowledge (e.g. part-of-speech
categories) in the lexical analysis of the Chinese texts
and is constructed as a part of knowledge base on the
Chinese language processing.

Step 2 The agents for syntactic and semantic analysis

performs the transition from the lexically marked structure
to its syntactic structure or semantic structure, then to
the semantically equivalent fragment of knowledge base
based on the rules described in the corresponding subject
domain.

The main task in this stage is to analyse the relations
(or dependency relations) between the input Chinese
sentence and separate segmentation units and between
these separate segmentation units of that input Chinese
sentence to reveal syntactic semantic structure of input
sentence. The result of syntactic and semantic analysis
is usually a constructed syntax semantic tree or graph,
such as phrase structure, dependency structure and others.
Based on the constructed syntactic and semantic structure,
it is possible to develop a collective of logical reasoning
for some applications in the field of Chinese language
processing. Therefore the syntactic semantic analysis
allows to establish a basis (i.e., a set of logical rules)
for extracting structural knowledge from the Chinese
sentences. However, the constructed syntactic semantic
structure is not conveniently processed in sc-memory.
After obtaining the result of syntactic semantic analysis, it
is necessary to convert the constructed syntactic semantic
structure into a semantically equivalent fragment of
knowledge base in the form of SC-code.

From the perspective of the knowledge base, the
relations between segmentation units and the Chinese
sentence, or the relations between segmentation units of
the Chinese sentence, are generally regarded as certain
types of linguistic knowledge included in the knowledge
base on Chinese language processing.

In the Figure 7 shows a semantically equivalent
fragment to the given input Chinese sentences with the
help of syntactic semantic structure of this sentence based
on the constructed ontologies in knowledge base on
Chinese language processing.

The advantage of implementation of transition from
input Chinese sentences to semantically equivalent frag-
ments allows to directly use logical reasoning or other
knowledge processing operations to analyze the input
Chinese sentences based on the dynamic graphical model
considered within the OSTIS Technology.

Step 3 knowledge structure is extracted from the
semantically equivalent fragment corresponding to the
syntactic semantic structure of input Chinese sentence,
and fusion of knowledge structure into the knowledge base
of intelligent help system (i.e. the construction of fragment
of knowledge base) is performed based on the logical
rules described in the corresponding subject domain.

When converting Chinese texts into fragments of
knowledge base of intelligent help system for discrete
mathematics, from the point of view of knowledge
extraction from open domain, the main task is to extract
named entities and relations between them from the
Chinese sentences without requiring predefined types of
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Figure 6: The result of lexical analysis for the input Chinese text
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Figure 7: The semantically equivalent fragment of the input Chinese text
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named entities and relations, with the extracted results
stored in the form of SC code. In fact, within OSTIS
Technology, a relation is treated as a special entity that
specifies a certain relation between pairs of independent
named entities, which generally is represented respectively
as the sc-node denoting the non-role relation or the sc-
node denoting the role relation in the form of SCg-code.

In general, the pairs of independent named entities
should appear in the analyzed syntactic semantic structure
as noun phrases that belong to the nominative units.
Afterwards the connections between these noun phrases
and the input Chinese sentence, as well as the path
linking the two noun phrases through other segmentation
units, will reflect the corresponding relations between the
pairs of named entities. More precisely, the noun phrases
appearing in the analyzed syntactic semantic structure of
input Chinese sentence are represented as identifiers of
sc-nodes denoting the name of some named entities or
some concepts stored in the knowledge base of intelligent
help system for discrete mathematics.

In the Figure 8 shown the determination of named
entities, the syntactic semantic relations between them and
between named entities and the input sentence, that is, the
determination of named entities , the syntactic semantic
relations between them in the input Chinese sentence, as
well as the syntactic semantic relations between named
entities and the input Chinese sentence.

In the Figure 9 shown the resulted constructed fragment
of the knowledge base from the input Chinese sentence
in the intelligent help system for discrete mathematics
without contradiction detection.

As can be seen from the Figure 9, in this case, a frag-
ment of the knowledge base can be directly constructed
without linking the named entities mentioned in the input
source Chinese sentence with the corresponding exiting
defined entities in the knowledge base of intelligent help
system for discrete mathematics. In some cases, for a
named entity in the knowledge base, there are different
names in the natural language texts to describe this entity.
In this case, it is necessary to perform contradiction
elimination to relate different named entities (precisely
identifiers of named entities) in natural language texts
to the same named entities in the knowledge base of
ostis-systems.

B. text generation from knowledge base

The current version of the component of Chinese
texts generation from fragments of knowledge base for
the intelligent help system for discrete mathematics
is implemented in accordance with the corresponding
general text generation architecture. In knowledge base on
Chinese language processing, in addition to constructing
linguistic knowledge (e.g., rules for text processing,
extraction rules), linguistic knowledge for text generation

Figure 8: The determination of named entities and
syntactic semantic relations in the input Chinese sentence

Figure 9: The constructed fragment of knowledge base
from the input Chinese sentence

(e.g., templates for text generation) can also be constructed
in certain subject domains of knowledge base.

For fragments of knowledge base of ostis-system, the
realization of natural language generation is roughly
divided into two steps: rule-based symbolic generator
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converting fragments (sc-structure) of knowledge base
into message triples; rule and template-based approached
or statistical generator (when high quality aligned datasets
is accessible.) translating message triples to resulted
natural language texts. As mentioned above, unfortunately,
the high quality aligned datasets is relatively difficult
to access. The example about text generation is just to
demonstrates the generation process of a simple narrative
Chinese sentence using the rule template-based approach.

Due to the complexity and diversity of text generation
tasks, in the example about text generation there are
following several constrains:

• The input fragment of knowledge base is completed
and has sense;

• The input fragment formally represented in the
knowledge base for discrete mathematics;

• The output of Chinese language interface is a simple
narrative Chinese sentence;

• The sc-nodes denoting concepts, named entities or re-
lations within the input fragment of knowledge base
have corresponding identifiers in Chinese language,
which might be used in the resulted sentence.

Step 1 The Chinese language interface is provided
with a given fragment (sc-structure) from knowledge
base of intelligent help system for discrete mathematics
represented in the form of the SC-code. For visual
representation of given fragment of knowledge base, the
fragment formally is represented in SCg (Figure 10).

Figure 10: The fragment (sc-structure) of knowledge base
for discrete mathematics

Step 2 The given fragment is divided into standard basic
sc-constructions, afterwards from which the candidate
sc-constructions are selected to be generated to the
resulted Chinese texts. The candidate sc-construction
(belong to standard basic sc-construction) is shown in
SCg (Figure 11).

Step 3 The candidate sc-construction is transferred to
the message triple, each sc-element of message triples is
a file (an sc-node with content) corresponds to a certain
lexical unit (e.g., in the Figure 12 shown the sc-node
"I_ch_graph") in the Chinese language. Specification of
lexical units that is stored in the knowledge base on

Figure 11: The determination of candidate sc-construction

Chinese language processing. As seen in the Figure 12,
the example just consider one type of the set of message
triples.

Figure 12: The message triple for candidate sc-
construction

It is important to note that action of each message triple
is the core that need to be replaced with corresponding
text fragment (e.g., verb phrases or others) in order to
generate fluent texts. Moreover, in general the subject and
object of each message triple remain the same. Unless,
in some cases of generating complex texts, they can be
replaced by pronouns in the resulted texts.

Step 4 Based on the rule-template approach, for action
of each message triple, a suitable rule or template
constructed as logical ontologies in the knowledge base
on Chinese language processing can be matched. For this
example, the specific template shown in the Figure 14
will be applied.

Step 5 The agent fills the sc-links of corresponded sc-
elements of that message triple, i.e. a certain sc-link needs
to be filled with the result of a certain inflection form
of a lexical unit. Finally the sc-links are concatenated to
generate the resulted Chinese sentence according to valid
ordering (Figure 13).

In the knowledge base there are different identifiers
for each lexical unit in natural language. For Chinese
language, there is not a certain inflection form for lexeme,
therefore a lexical unit "graph" is expressed in resulted
Chinese sentence is same as itself (Figure 13). Unlike
European languages, in the resulted generated texts the
lexical units in the sc-links require a specific inflection
form (e.g., singular or plural and other inflection form)
according to the syntax of a specific language. However
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Figure 13: The resulted generated Chinese sentence
corresponding to sc-construction

due to the features of Chinese language, the processing
of this step is relative simpler. In this example we just
consider the generation of the simple declaration sentence,
the referring expression of the lexical unit means that the
final form of this lexical unit in the resulted text. Based on
the template, the referring expression to the lexical unit
"graph" is served as the subject. The lexical unit "critical
graph" is served as object in Chinese language. In some
cases, the template is predefined with fixed phrase, it
means that there are some sc-link in the template without
corresponding lexical unit is the fixed part [41].

When these steps are implemented, a fragment sc-
structure of knowledge base of Discrete Math domain
can be transferred into Chinese sentence with specific
sense. This natural language text is easier to access to
ordinary end-users.

IX. CONCLUSION

This article has proposed an ontological approach based
on the OSTIS Technology to develop a unified semantic
model for natural language interface of knowledge-based
intelligent system, which has ability of converting the
natural language texts into the fragments of knowledge
base and generating the natural language texts from the
fragments of knowledge base. Within the framework
of OSTIS Technology the development of semantic
model for natural language interface mainly requires
the development of sc-model of knowledge base of
linguistics, which represented in the form of described
subject domains and corresponding ontologies about
linguistic knowledge, as well as sc-model of problem
solver of natural language interface, which consists of sc-
agents developed independently each other using various
problem solving models to solve corresponding tasks in
the natural language interface. The semantic model of
natural language interface is universal and can be used for
the implementation of various natural language interface

of knowledge-based intelligent system in the specific
subject domain. Within the developed semantic model
of natural language interface, according to the features
of the specific natural language, it becomes possible to
develop knowledge base, within which includes linguistic
knowledge in various level (lexical, syntactic, semantic
and so on) about the specific natural language, and the
corresponding problem solver on the specific natural
language processing, in turn, to implement the specific
natural language interface of knowledge-based intelligent
system.

The developed semantic model of natural language
interface using ontological approach mainly offers the
following advantages:

• The component of converting the natural language
texts into the fragments of knowledge base is applied
to extract the knowledge structure represented in the
form of SC-code from the natural language texts
without predefined categories of entities and relations
(i.e. from open domains);

• The component of generating the natural language
texts from the fragments of knowledge base is
applied to generate fluent, coherent, and multi-
sentence natural language texts appropriating for end-
users. For text generation, the semantic structures
(fragments of knowledge base) that processed by
this component is more complex than simple tabular
or triples structure;

• The knowledge base of linguistics is constructed in
the form of subject domains that are as independent
of each other as possible and corresponding ontolo-
gies about linguistic knowledge. The hierarchical
structure makes it possible to consider linguistic
knowledge in various level (lexical, syntactic, se-
mantic and so on) into a single knowledge base, as
well as reduce development complexity of knowledge
base and increase the development efficiency;

• The multi-agent model to develop the problem solver
of each component in the natural language interface
is possible to integrate different approaches to extend,
modify the sc-agents to improve the performance of
interface independently, without any change in other
sc-agents;

• The modular and component approaches are con-
sidered to develop the natural language interface
underlying a unified semantic basis. It makes sure
the efficiency and semantic uniformity of each
component development in the natural language
interface of knowledge-based intelligent system.

We discussed the general structure of knowledge base
of linguistics, which provides various types of linguistic
knowledge to knowledge extraction and text generation.
In addition to general declarative knowledge, within
the constructed knowledge base includes knowledge
for logical reasoning represented in logical ontologies
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Figure 14: The template for generating natural language text

(e.g., the rules for knowledge extraction, the rules or
templates for text generation). Relying on the sc-agents
of each component to use constructed static linguistic
knowledge to realize automatic knowledge extraction and
text generation, it makes the intelligent system to obtain
knowledge to help end-users, as well as the information of
intelligent system easier accessible not only to computer
programs, but also to end-users.

Finally the Chinese language interface of intelligent
help system for discrete mathematics is implemented in
the trial on the basis of the proposed semantic model
of natural language interface to verify the practicality
and generalization of the semantic model. In addition
to Chinese language, it would be particularly interesting
to explore the semantic model’s possibility to support
knowledge extraction and text generation for multiple
language as long as the corresponding knowledge base
on specific natural language processing (ontologies on
specific natural language processing) and suitable sc-
agents are developed.
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Онтологический подход к разработке
естественно-языкового интерфейса

Цянь Лунвэй, Ли Вэньцзу

В статье рассматриваются существующие методы к разра-
ботке двух основных компонентов в естественно-языковом
интерфейсе интеллектуальнных систем, т.е. преобразование
текстов естественного языка во фрагменты базы знаний и
генерация текстов естественного языка из фрагментов базы
знаний. Был проведен анализ проблем, возникающих при
преобразовании текстов естественного языка во фрагменты
базы знаний и генерации текстов естественного языка из
фрагментов базы знаний в настоящее время.

На основании различных рассмотренных методов был
предложен онтологический подход к разработке естественно-
языкового интерфейса, который позволяет интегрировать
разные типы лингвистических знаний и методов в единой
семантичесской модели для анализа текстов естественного
языка и генерации текстов естетсвенного языка. Этапы реа-
лизации подхода были созданы лингвистические онтологии
и решатели для анализа и генерации текстов естественного
языка. Более того, в качестве китайского языка, функции
каждых этапов анализа текстов и генерации текстов, а также
назначение лингвистических онтологий в процессе гене-
рации проиллюстрированы, чтобы проверять практичность
модели.
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